Objectives 17 We aimed to explore the phenomenon of phenotypic resistance to anti-mycobacterial 18 antibiotics and to determine whether this was associated with cell age or presence of lipid 19 bodies. 20 
Introduction
Mycobacteria tuberculosis (MTB) causes chronic pulmonary infection and considerable 37 morbidity, mortality and economic loss internationally. 1, 2 The currently recommended drug 38 regimen duration is for six months, although for more than 80% of patients this is too long. 3 39 It has proved impossible to identify the patients for whom shorter regimens would be 40 effective. 4 41 42 A 'dormant' cell state where the bacteria are not actively dividing is often postulated to be 43 responsible for relapse. 5, 6 Deb et al identify cells that are 'lipid loaded' and postulate that 44 they are in a dormant or quiescent state. Late stationary phase cultures of mycobacteria 45 are known to be more resistant to drugs 7 and the concentration of drug required to clear all 46 bacteria (the MBC-minimum bactericidal concentration) rises significantly. 8 Older cells 47 express lipid bodies 9-12 and it is assumed they are responsible for the phenotypic resistance 48 found. It is uncertain whether phenotypic resistance is associated with cell age or with the 49 presence of lipid bodies. In this paper we address this question using innovative methods to 50 separate LR from LP cells. Buoyant density separation 61 An aliquot (1mL) of bacterial cells were harvested from culture and washed three times by 62 centrifugation (20,000g for 3 minutes) with sterilise water (0.22um filters, Millipore). Cells Table 1 ). Bacteria were incubated with the drug suspended in PBS overnight 89 (~16hours). The 96-well plates were centrifuged at 3000RPM for 10 minutes and the drug- Mixed cultures were prepared identically as above but without the separation step. 96 Experiments were conducted as either MBC 90 or MBC trials. Results were collected with the 97 same methodology as above. The susceptibilty of purified LR and LP cells was tested for four antibiotics in all four species. 130 We showed that the antibiotic concentration required to sterilise a culture of LR cells was 131 higher than that required to sterilise a culture containing the same number of LP cells Table   132 1. When the LR cells were analysed there is a significant increase in the concentration of 133 drug required to kill all of the cells. and phenotypic resistance to antibiotics. 148 We have shown that cells from old cultures are more resistant than exponentially growing 149 cultures as has been described previously. 8, 15 We have expanded this observation 150 significantly by demonstrating that samples with >95% LR cells share this resistance pattern, 151 whereas LP cells behave like the exponentially growing mixed cultures. 152 153 As in vitro mycobacterial cultures grow and age the supernatant becomes more acidic. 16 If 154 left unopened the level of oxygen available to the bacteria drops. 17 The quantity of 155 nutrients available to the organism will also drop 18 and the population density of the 156 bacteria obviously increases. In these circumstances bacteria are exposed to multiple 157 stresses previously associated with the production of lipid bodies. [19] [20] [21] 
